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Corrugated horns involve a junction between the corrugated surface and a conducting groundplane. Proper horn design requires an understanding of the electromagnetic properties of the corrugated surface and this junction. Therefore, an integral equation solution has been used to study the influence of corrugation density and shape on the power loss. Surface current, and the scattering from a groundplane-corrugated surface junction. Both square and vee shape corrugations have been considered over the range of corrugation depths where the surface acts as a cut-off corrugated surface.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The corrugated horn has been established as an antenna with low side and back lobes, rotationally symmetric patterns (for square pyramidal and conical horn shapes), and broad-band performance[1-8]. These properties make this horn useful for many applications; including the one presently under study, i.e., as a radiometer antenna. A ray optics model of the dominant radiation mechanisms of conventional horn antennas is shown in Fig. 1a. In the corrugated horn (shown in profile in Fig. 1b) the corrugated surface (with capacitive surface impedance in the E-plane of the horn) serves to reduce or eliminate the fields associated with ray "a" of Fig. 1a. This in turn reduces or eliminates the usual high E-plane sidelobes. The influence of the corrugation shape and density on the scattering from the onset of the corrugations and on the losses in the horn has been ignored in previous work. The parametric study reported here attempts to generate further understanding of the operating...
principles of the corrugated horn and to establish design criteria for the construction of practical corrugated horn geometries through a detailed analysis of the groundplane corrugated surface junction. The analysis includes studying the surface currents flowing on the corrugations and the loss in the corrugations as well as the scattering from the onset of the corrugations. The usual corrugated horn requirements are for 8 or more corrugations per wavelength and a corrugation depth "d" between 0.25λ and 0.5λ.* In addition, it is usually specified that the tooth thickness ("t" in Fig. 1b) should be much less than the corrugation width ("w" in Fig.1b). In order to study the effects of varying these parameters, an integral equation solution was used to find the radiated fields and the surface currents associated with the groundplane corrugated surface models of Fig. 2. A brief description of the integral formulation is included in the next section and the results are presented in the following section.

The groundplane-corrugated surface models shown in Fig. 2 were chosen for their similarity to one wall of a sectoral corrugated horn. In the corrugated horn, the illumination of the corrugations is by a cylindrical wave due to the diffraction from the horn-waveguide junction. In the model used, the magnetic line source pair provides a similar cylindrical wave illumination while at the same time allows placing a null in the far field in the direction of the adjacent edge of the groundplane. Then one need not match over the entire groundplane but only over the illuminated part, thus saving the limited number of match points for the corrugated surface side of the model. The remaining match points are divided among the 20 corrugations. For all corrugation depths where cut-off operation is obtained (i.e., 0.25 ≤ d/λ < 0.5 for the square corrugation), the energy is forced away from the corrugated surface. Since the energy is forced off the corrugations, the corrugated surface matching points may be terminated without affecting the currents in the corrugations near the junction. Thus the surface model need not be closed. This conclusion was verified by finding the currents and scattered fields associated with the open model shown and a similar closed model and observing no significant differences. Therefore, this finite model is a good approximation to an infinite groundplane corrugated surface junction as long as the corrugated surface is operated in the cut-off mode.

*This depth would be in free space wavelengths for the parallel plate waveguide geometry of the corrugations. If the sides of the slot are terminated in a conducting plane, then these electrical lengths would correspond to those of the TE_{10} waveguide mode. Thus, some improvement in the operating bandwidth of the pyramidal corrugated horn could be achieved if the depth of the first few corrugations are appropriately tapered.
II. METHOD OF SOLUTION

The surface currents on the corrugations and the scattering by the groundplane-corrugated surface junction of Fig. 2 were found using the H-field formulation for the transverse electric field case discussed by Harrington[9]. For this case, there is only a z component of magnetic field, $H_z$, and a tangential component of surface current, $\mathbf{J}(\mathbf{J} = \mathbf{n} \times \mathbf{H}$, where $\mathbf{n}$ is the unit normal). At any point, the total magnetic field, $H_z$, is the sum of the incident and scattered magnetic fields, $H_z^i$ and $H_z^s$ respectively. The scattered field is related to its source, the surface current, by

\[ H_z^S = \mathbf{U}_z \cdot \mathbf{\nu} \times \int \mathbf{JG} \, d\mathbf{\zeta}' \]

where $\mathbf{J} = \mathbf{J} \, d\mathbf{\zeta}' = -[H_z^j] \, d\mathbf{\zeta}'$ when $H_z$ is evaluated on $C^+$ (just outside the contour $C$ where the surface current, $\mathbf{J}$, flows - the interior of $C$ lies on the left side of $d\mathbf{\zeta}$).

and $G$ is the two-dimensional Green's function $G(p, p') = 1/4jH_0(2k||p-p'||)$. The resulting integral equation

\[ \mathbf{J} = -[H_z^j + \mathbf{U}_z \cdot \mathbf{\nu}] \times \int \mathbf{JG} \, d\mathbf{\zeta}' \]

is solved for the surface current, $\mathbf{J}$, by point matching using pulse basis functions. This integral equation reduces to the matrix equation

\[ [\chi_{mn}] \, [f_n] = [g_m] \]

where $[\chi_{mn}] = j/4k \, \Delta C_n \, (\hat{\mathbf{n}} \cdot \mathbf{R})H_1^{(2)}(k|\mathbf{r}_m-\mathbf{r}_n|)$ is the matrix of coupling coefficients between the $m^{th}$ and the $n^{th}$ segments at $\mathbf{r}_m$ and $\mathbf{r}_n$ on the surface contour.

$\mathbf{R} = \frac{\mathbf{r}_m - \mathbf{r}_n}{|\mathbf{r}_m - \mathbf{r}_n|}$ is the unit vector between $n^{th}$ and $m^{th}$ points,

$\Delta C_n = J_n \, d\mathbf{\zeta} = $ current moment at the $n^{th}$ point,

$[f_n]$ = column vector of unknown surface current on $n^{th}$ segment at the points $(x_n, y_n)$ on the surface contour,

and $[g_m]$ = column vector of incident field (= $-H_z^i$) at the points $(x_m, y_m)$ on the surface contour.

This matrix equation has been solved for the surfaces shown in Fig. 2 using a Crout[10] matrix inversion subroutine. Other more powerful inversion
subroutines which included pivoting and iterative improvement were used for comparison but provided no improvement beyond the 3 to 5 place accuracy obtained from Crout's method. These other methods were not used regularly because they required nearly twice the storage since both the matrix and its inverse had to be stored. The subroutine listing for the Crout method is included in Appendix A along with the rest of the computer program.

![Diagram](a)

**Fig. 2.** Surface model used to find the scattered fields and surface currents associated with a groundplane-corrugated surface junction.
III. RESULTS FOR SQUARE CORRUGATIONS

The parameters of the square corrugations of Fig. 2a which were varied in this study include the corrugation depth, the corrugation density and the corrugation shape. The notation used to relate these parameters to the model and the range of values considered for these parameters are shown in Table I.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PARAMETER</th>
<th>NOTATION in Fig. 2a</th>
<th>VALUES CONSIDERED</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Corrugation depth (in wavelengths)</td>
<td>( d/\lambda )</td>
<td>0.25, 0.3125, 0.375, 0.4375, 0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corrugation density (in corrugations per wavelength)</td>
<td>( NCOR = 1/TC ) or ( N/X )</td>
<td>4, 6, 8, 10, 12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corrugation shape (ratio of corrugation gap width to corrugation period)</td>
<td>( W/TC )</td>
<td>0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.75, 0.8, 0.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Many combinations of these parameters were studied to ascertain the influence of each on properties such as the scattering from the groundplane-corrugated surface junction, the surface current flowing on the corrugations and also the power loss in the corrugations.

Because of computer storage limitations, only 200 matching points could be used for each surface. These points were divided to allow for at least 8 matching points per wavelength along the surface. This matching point density is adequate if the fields in the corrugations are primarily those of the TEM mode. The verification of the dominant status of the TEM mode in the corrugations is contained in the higher order mode study included in Appendix B of this report.

Of the 200 matching points available, ten were used on the groundplane side of the model of Fig. 2a. The locations of these points are indicated in Fig. 3a. The physical optics current on an infinite groundplane is shown in amplitude and phase in parts b and c of Fig. 3. Also shown in Figs. 3b and 3c by the dashed lines are the amplitude and phase of the surface
Fig. 3. Surface currents near the line sources used to model the groundplane-corrugated surface junction. 
a) matching points on the groundplane side, b) surface current magnitude, c) surface current phase.
current which exists at the midpoints of the surface segments of Fig. 3a. This demonstrates that the current model used in the calculations is an accurate model of the true surface current.

The fields associated with the groundplane-corrugated surface junction are shown in Fig. 4 for corrugation depths from 0.25\(\lambda\) to 0.4375\(\lambda\). The results shown are for a corrugation density of 8 corrugations per wavelength (i.e., corrugation period = TC = \(\lambda/8\)) and for a corrugation shape ratio (ratio of corrugation gap width to corrugation period) of \(W/TC = 0.75\). The patterns shown in Figs. 4a and 4b are the radiation zone total and scattered magnetic field patterns produced by the magnetic line sources of amplitude 1/\(z_0\) and the corrugations. The scattered field phase is shown in Fig. 4c. Notice that the direction of maximum radiation intensity varies from about 65° above the corrugated surface for the 0.25\(\lambda\) depth to about 35° for the 0.4375\(\lambda\) depth. All of the other corrugation densities and corrugation profiles showed essentially the same patterns at the same corrugation depths and are therefore not included. The smoothly varying phase pattern indicates that the phase center of the scattered field is nearly at the origin of the coordinate system (the junction between the groundplane and the corrugations).

This range of angles for this scattered field maximum explains the peculiar behavior of the small corrugated horn discussed previously[1]. This horn had a pattern which showed a slight frequency dependence. However, as the end of this horn was cut-off, the pattern of the remaining corrugated horn became quite frequency dependent. The geometry is shown in Fig. 1b. For the original corrugated horn, the scattered field maximum illuminated the opposite wall of the horn and weakly illuminated the aperture edge (the aperture edge was at about 43°). However, after the modification, the edge of the horn occurred at an angle of 50° and thus was more strongly illuminated. The fields diffracted by this edge phased destructively and constructively as a function of frequency with the desired radiated field and thus caused the frequency dependent patterns. The magnetic field intensity associated with the rays diffracted by the corrugated surface junction may be expressed in the form

\[
H^D = H^i \frac{e^{-jkr}}{r} F(\theta)
\]

where \(H^i\) is the magnetic field incident on the junction, \(r\) is the range as measured from the junction, \(\theta\) is the angle shown in Fig. 2, and \(F(\theta)\) is the complex pattern factor shown in Figs. 4b and 4c.

It is noted that the phase is a slowly varying function of \(\theta\) and thus presents no difficulty for the application of GTD. This information is now
sufficient to compute the diffracted fields associated with ray "b" of Fig. 1b. The far field of the ray in the direction of the horn edge is readily obtained from the preceding equation. Next the surface discontinuity is replaced by a line current whose fields have that magnitude. This line current then illuminates the 90° corner at the end of the horn wall and the diffracted fields are now computed using the techniques of the Geometrical Theory of Diffraction. If the fields in the deep shadow are to be computed, then the diffraction from the thick wall is computed by representing it as a pair of 90° wedges[11]. While these computations have not been carried to completion at this time, they represent a straightforward implementation of accepted GTD practices and will yield accurate results. The major goal at this time is to establish the condition for which this edge diffraction is negligible and this would occur when the angle to the opposite edge is less than 20°-25°.

As mentioned earlier, another property of the corrugated surface which is of interest is the rate of decay of the surface current flowing on the corrugation walls. The decay in the amplitude of the surface current is due to the energy being forced away from the corrugations and not caused by power loss in the conductor. The loss will be discussed later. Figure 5 shows the normalized surface current versus corrugation number for a surface with 8 corrugations per wavelength and a profile ratio of W/TC = 0.75 at several corrugation depths. The surface current plotted is the current which exists at the bottom of each of the 20 corrugations (point "B" in the insert) normalized with respect to the surface current which exists at the same X-coordinate on an infinite ground plane with the same sources acting (point "A" in the insert). This normalization removes the range dependence of the incident cylindrical fields and also selects the maximum current which exists on the surface of the corrugations.

Since to a good approximation only a TEM mode exists in the corrugation, the currents on the teeth at any point are given by

\[ |J_y| = J_s \cos(\beta (d + y)) \]

where y assumes negative values and \( \beta = 2\pi/\lambda \) is the propagation constant of a TEM wave in the parallel plate waveguide region. This has also been established by all of the computations that have been made.

Notice that the most rapid decay is obtained for the 0.25\( \lambda \) case and as expected no decay occurs for the 0.5\( \lambda \) case. The variations of the current near the end of the surface are caused by fields reflected from the termination of the structure and may be ignored. This property (the decay of the surface current) has been examined for other corrugation densities and profiles. Figures 6 and 7 show the surface currents (normalized as above) existing on 0.25\( \lambda \) and 0.375\( \lambda \) deep corrugations for various corrugation densities.
Fig. 4. Radiation pattern associated with a groundplane-corrugated surface junction illuminated by a cylindrical wave: a) total fields, b) scattered field amplitude, and c) scattered field phase.
Fig. 5. Decay of surface current on a corrugated surface due to the energy being forced away from the corrugations.
Fig. 6. Decay of surface currents on 0.25\(\lambda\) deep corrugations as a function of corrugation density.
Fig. 7. Decay of surface currents on 0.375λ deep corrugations as a function of corrugation density.
Fig. 8. Decay of surface currents on 0.25\(\lambda\) deep corrugations as a function of corrugation shape.
Fig. 9. Decay of surface currents on 0.375\(\lambda\) deep corrugations as a function of corrugation shape.
Fig. 10. Power loss in a corrugated surface for various corrugation depths.
Fig. 11. Power loss in 0.25λ deep corrugations from the origin to "X" (normalized with respect to the loss in a finite segment of an infinite groundplane from the origin to "X") for various corrugation densities.
Fig. 12. Power loss in 0.375\lambda deep corrugations from the origin to "X" (normalized with respect to the loss in a finite segment of an infinite groundplane from the origin to "x") for various corrugation densities.
These results are plotted as a function of the X-coordinate measured in "cm" from the onset of the corrugations (the $\lambda$ and $2\lambda$ points are also shown on this scale, $\lambda = 8$ cm). Corrugation densities ranged from 4 to 12 corrugations per wavelength and the results for each corrugation depth showed essentially no dependence on the corrugation density. The dependence of the surface current on the corrugation profile was also investigated. The corrugation profile was specified by the ratio of the corrugation gap width ($W$) to the corrugation period ($TC$) and the corrugation density was 8 corrugations per wavelength. The results are shown in Figs. 8 and 9 for 0.25$\lambda$ and 0.375$\lambda$ deep corrugations, respectively. The range of $W/TC$ ratios considered was from 0.5 (thick metal vane between corrugations) to 0.9 (very thin metal vane). Beyond approximately $1/2\lambda$ from the onset of the corrugations (i.e., $x > 4$ cm for the $\lambda = 8$ cm case shown), the decay of the surface current per wavelength is nearly constant ($\approx 6$ dB/$\lambda$ at $d/\lambda = 0.25$ and $\approx 4$ dB/$\lambda$ at $d/\lambda = 0.375$). Thus in a practical situation, one could use very thin vanes near the onset of the corrugations and thicker vanes (which are easier to construct) further from the onset of the corrugations. These curves then establish the length of corrugated horn required to reduce the edge diffracted fields. Since the current density at the top of the teeth is almost zero (see Appendix B) only a few teeth would be required here. For the 3/8$\lambda$ depth, the currents at the top of the tooth would be 3 dB below those at the bottom. Thus the illumination of the distant end of the horn would be $-15$ dB for $x \geq 16$ cm = $2\lambda$ for $W/TC > 0.7$. Thus the fields of the diffracted ray ("a" of Fig. 1) that phase constructively and destructively with the geometrical optics fields are reduced to a negligible value with a surface that is two wavelengths in extent.

Another property of the corrugated surface which was investigated is the power loss in the corrugations (both the total loss and also the location of regions where the maximum loss occurs). In an effort to make the results more general, the corrugated surface loss is normalized with respect to the loss in an equal size segment of an infinite groundplane of the same material. This eliminates the need to assume a surface resistivity for the material. The results shown in Fig. 10 show the normalized loss in dB versus corrugation number "N" for various corrugation depths. The loss in the corrugated surface is the sum of the loss in each corrugation from the onset of the corrugations (at the origin of the coordinate system) up to and including the loss in the $N^{th}$ corrugation. The loss in the groundplane (used for normalization) is the loss in the region from the origin up to the X-coordinate of the end of the $N^{th}$ corrugation. Notice that most of the loss occurs in the first few corrugations and also that it appears that all of the curves (except the 0.5$\lambda$ deep case) would cross the 0 dB line (equal loss in corrugations and groundplane) after a reasonable number of corrugations (the 0.3125$\lambda$ and 0.375$\lambda$ deep cases cross in fewer than 20 corrugations). The power loss is also dependent upon the corrugation density and shape. Figures 11 and 12 show the power loss in 0.25$\lambda$ and 0.375$\lambda$ deep corrugations for various corrugation densities. This loss is the loss in the corrugations from the origin to "X" normalized with respect to the loss in the same length segment of an infinite groundplane. Notice that the lower densities are less lossy than the high density surfaces. This result is reasonable in view of the fact that the surface current decay per wavelength is nearly independent of the corrugation density (c.f., Figs. 6 and 7). Thus the higher corrugation density with its greater surface area should be more lossy. The influence of the corrugation shape on the power loss may be seen in Figure 13.
Shown here is the loss in 20 corrugations (from x = 0 to x = 20 cm) normalized with respect to a 20 cm segment of an infinite groundplane versus the corrugation depth (D/λ) for various W/TC ratios. The W/TC = 0.5 case corresponds to a thick metal vane between corrugations while the W/TC = 0.9 case corresponds to a very thin vane. Notice that the thin vanes have lower loss than the thick vanes and that there exists a range of depths over which the loss is minimized.

Fig. 13. Power loss in 20 corrugations versus corrugation depth for various corrugation profiles.
The general conclusion which might be drawn at this point is that corrugation density and tooth shape can be selected to optimize the performance of a corrugated horn by a) choosing as few corrugations as four/wavelength, b) by making the vanes as thin as is practical. However, there is one final parameter that must be considered. The impedance of the horn would be related to the magnitude of the wave reflected back toward the source. The computer programs developed here are not well designed to evaluate this reflection coefficient. However, they can be used to obtain an indication of this parameter. The current on the groundplane region of Fig. 2a can be expressed in the following form:

\[ J = J_s + J_1 + J_2 \]

where
- \( J_s \) is the current density of the source when placed on an infinite conducting plane,
- \( J_1 \) is the current density associated with the wave reflected by the onset of the corrugations, and
- \( J_2 \) is the current density associated with the waves reflected by the end of the groundplane.

Since the two line sources are phased to give zero far field in the \( \theta = \pi \) direction, and since the diffraction coefficient associated with the back scattered field at this edge is small, \( J_2 \) may be neglected. When the observation position is sufficiently removed from the edge, the current density \( J_1 \) will decay as \( 1/r \) since it is caused by the radiation of a line source. Thus the equation for the surface current has the form:

\[ J = J_s + 2\pi x H_0 / r \]

where \( r \) is the distance on the groundplane from the onset of corrugations. Since \( J_s \) is known exactly, \( J_1 \) can be found with reasonable accuracy. Its representation as \( 2H_0 \) is, of course, only approximate. A plot of \( |H_0| \) versus the corrugation depth is shown in Fig. 14 for the W/TC = 0.75, 8 corrugations per wavelength case. As previously discussed, the \( \lambda/4 \) depth has a large reflected wave associated with it. The reflection from the junction also depends on the tooth shape and density. Figures 15 and 16 show \( |H_0| \) versus corrugation density and profile ratio respectively. Notice that at both \( \lambda/4 \) and \( 3\lambda/8 \) depths, the higher corrugation density and thick teeth (W/TC = 0.5) have lower reflections associated with them. The W/TC = 0.9 points in Fig. 16 are shown with a dashed line as some difficulties were noticed for cases where matching segments were very close together. This is probably the case for the W/TC = 0.9 data.

A general observation is that the impedance as a function of corrugation density would require as many corrugations as possible in order that the VSWR be maintained low over the largest possible bandwidth.

Now we arrive at the optimum design of the corrugated surface in terms of expense, and operation. There should be from 8 to 12 corrugations over the first wavelength. These teeth should be as thin as is possible for low loss. Then the tooth density should be tapered to 4 per wavelength and
the tooth width should be increased to $W/TC = 0.5$. In addition, the first few teeth should be plated to further reduce losses. Also, for low loss, the waveguide and throat region of the horn should be plated regardless of whether the horn is corrugated or not.

However, if loss is not an important consideration, then the reflection coefficient and consequently the horn VSWR should be minimized by increasing the corrugation density to at least 8 corrugations per wavelength. The reflection coefficient can also be reduced by initiating the corrugation at a point further removed from the horn waveguide junction. However, one must be certain to initiate the corrugations before a second mode could be excited in the horn[4].

![Graph](image_url)

Fig. 14. $|H_0|$ versus corrugation depth.
Fig. 16. $|H_0|$ versus corrugation shape.

Fig. 15. $|H_0|$ versus corrugation density.
IV. RESULTS FOR VEE CORRUGATIONS

The study of the vee corrugations shown in Fig. 2b was undertaken because there are situations where the square shape of the previous section is impractical or unsuitable. The thin vane of the square corrugation is impractical at frequencies much above 12 GHz because of the difficulty encountered in machining or extruding the corrugations. The difficulty should be eliminated with the V-shape corrugation. Also, the square shape is not as suitable as the V-shape for an application where the surface needs to fold or collapse in order to take up less space. Using an asymmetric V-shape, an unfurlable corrugated horn antenna which would fold like a camera bellows is practical. The corrugated surfaces considered in this section have symmetric V-shape corrugations defined by the corrugation depth, $d/\lambda$, and the corrugation density, $\text{NCOR}$ (in corrugations per wavelength). The range of parameters presented for the V-shape is not as complete as for the square shape because of some problems encountered in calculating the surface currents for the deep corrugations and for high corrugation densities ($\text{NCOR}$ 8). These cases will not be reported here. It is believed that for these cases, the coupling coefficient between adjacent segments at the top or bottom of each corrugation is erroneous because of the very small distance between the matching points. A sufficient number of cases are available to indicate that the V-shape does operate as a cut-off corrugated surface for corrugation depths from 0.3125$\lambda$ to about 0.625$\lambda$. Cut-off operation of a corrugated surface requires a capacitive surface impedance. That the surface impedance of the vee corrugation is capacitive over most of this range of depths has been verified using Harrington's results for the fields in a wedge shape waveguide with radial propagation[12]. The impedance looking into the wedge waveguide is:

\[ Z = j\frac{Z_0}{J_1(k\rho)/J_0(k\rho)} \]

where $\rho$ is the radial distance from the bottom of the corrugation. For the deep, narrow corrugations being considered, this yields an operating range of approximately $0.382 \leq d/\lambda \leq 0.605$. This operating band is narrower than the computer calculations indicated but then the wedge radial waveguide is only an approximate model for the V-shape corrugations. The results of the computer calculations are discussed next.

Figure 17 shows: a) the groundplane matching points, b) the surface current magnitude, and c) the surface current phase in the source region. Figure 17b shows the physical optics current (on an infinite groundplane) and the approximate current representation for the computer selected match points. Both the amplitude and phase are accurately modeled for this point selection.

The properties of the vee corrugations which were studied include the radiation patterns of the surface model, the surface currents in the corrugations, and the power loss in the corrugations. Figure 18 shows the radiation pattern (total magnetic field) of the surface model shown in the insert and in Fig. 2b for several vee corrugation depths. As with the square corrugations, the radiation pattern is nearly independent of the corrugation density (i.e., the pattern at a given depth is nearly identical for the 4, 6,
Fig. 17. Surface currents near the line sources used to model the groundplane-corrugated surface junction. a) matching points on groundplane, b) surface current magnitude, and c) surface current phase.
or 8 corrugations per wavelength cases) and the direction of maximum intensity decreases with increasing corrugation depth.

Fig. 18. Radiation pattern of a groundplane-gee corrugation junction illuminated by a cylindrical wave.

Other similarities between the V-shape and the square corrugations are found in the surface current decay and power loss. Figures 19, 20, and 21 show the surface current (in dB) which exists near the bottom of the vee corrugations normalized with respect to the surface current which exists at the same "X" coordinate on an infinite groundplane with the same sources acting. Figure 19 shows this current versus the distance (in wavelengths and in cm) from the onset of the corrugations for two corrugation depths near the low end of the operating band. At the lowest frequency in the cut-off band
Fig. 19. Relative surface current on vee corrugations versus distance from the onset of the corrugations.
Fig. 20. Relative surface current on 0.375λ deep vee corrugations versus the distance from the onset of the corrugations for several corrugation densities.
Fig. 21. Relative surface current on 0.5 deep vee corrugations versus the distance from the onset of the corrugations for several corrugation densities.
Fig. 22. Relative power loss in vee corrugations from origin to "X" (normalized with respect to the loss in 0→X segment of infinite groundplane) for two corrugation depths.
Fig. 23. Relative power loss in 0.375 deep vee corrugations from origin to "X" (normalized with respect to the loss in 0→X segment of infinite groundplane) for three densities.
(d/λ = 0.3125), the surface current decay along the vee corrugated surface is nearly identical to that of the square corrugations at the lowest frequency in its band (c.f., d/λ = 0.25 in Fig. 5). As was the case for the square corrugations, the surface current decay is most rapid at the low end of the frequency band. Figures 20 and 21 show similar current curves for various corrugation densities at depths of 0.375λ and 0.5λ respectively. Notice that near the lower end of the operating band the surface current decay is independent of the number of corrugations per wavelength while near the upper end of the band there is some dependence on the corrugation density.

Figures 22 and 23 show the relative power loss in the vee corrugations. The loss which is plotted is the loss in the corrugations from the origin to the "X" coordinate normalized with respect to the loss in the same length segment of an infinite groundplane. Figure 22 shows the loss at the two lowest frequencies for the 8 corrugations per wavelength case. The loss here is higher than the square corrugations because of the higher surface current near the point of the vee and also because of the greater arc length in the V-shape surface. Figure 23 shows the loss at d/λ = 0.375 for 4, 6, and 8 vee corrugations per wavelength. As with the square corrugations, the lower corrugations density has the lower loss. Because of the higher current (and consequently higher loss), if one is to use the V-shape corrugations in a situation where low loss is important something such as polishing or silver plating the first few corrugations should be considered. For an unfurlable horn, the first part of a horn might be rigid and use square corrugations to obtain lower loss while the remainder of the horn could be an unfurlable geometry using triangular teeth. Also, because the current in the corrugations become very small after 4 or 5 corrugations the loss in the corrugations will eventually become smaller than the loss in the groundplane.

V. CONCLUSIONS

A parametric study of square and vee corrugations has shown that both shapes operate as cut-off corrugated surfaces over substantial bandwidths with relatively low loss. The study has also shown that the rate of decay of surface current is nearly independent of the corrugation density (the number of corrugations per wavelength and that the lower corrugation densities (4 or 6 corrugations per wavelength) are desirable because of the lower loss. A significant part of the loss is confined to the first few corrugations and should allow one to treat this region with special care such as silver plating or special polishing of the surface when using corrugated surfaces in situations where low loss is important. In any event, the loss in the walls for most practical corrugated horns would be as low as (if not lower than) the loss in the same shape and size conducting wall of the same material with the same surface finish. The results also indicate that the VSWR of the horn will depend on the corrugation shape. For the groundplane-corrugated surface junction considered, the VSWR decreased with increasing corrugation density and increased with thinner teeth between the corrugations. Since the loss increases with increased corrugation density, some compromise is required. Six to eight corrugations per wavelength near the onset of the corrugations and then decreasing the density to two to four per wavelength should be adequate. Again, since the loss was lower and the VSWR higher for the very thin teeth; some compromise is also indicated A corrugation width
to period ratio of $W/TC = 0.75$ should be a good compromise value if one wants to avoid the complexity of changing the corrugation shape along the corrugated wall.

While this work has yielded considerable insight about corrugated surface design, there remain several sets of important design data that can be obtained with a similar approach. For example, the sources on the groundplane should be moved off the groundplane and the corrugated surface performance analyzed for various source locations. This would simulate the fields incident on the corrugations due to the diffraction from the horn-waveguide junction and the onset of the corrugations on the opposite wall of the horn. Also, the groundplane should include a corner similar to the horn-waveguide junction. Ideally, the entire horn should be considered. This has been programmed using the integral equation approach but is of limited value because of the extremely small horn which can be handled due to computer storage limitations. Using image techniques and other procedures currently being developed at the ElectroScience Laboratory, it should be possible to consider 10 or more corrugations in this model for VSWR computations. This number of corrugations should provide adequate reduction of the surface current at the top of the last corrugation to obtain valid calculations for realistic horn throat geometries. For the corrugated horn pattern, a diffraction coefficient could be associated with the scattering from the onset of the corrugations using the integral equation approach. Then, using the techniques of the Geometrical Theory of Diffraction, one could proceed to obtain full horn patterns including the back lobe radiation.
APPENDIX A

COMPUTER PROGRAM USED FOR CORRUGATED SURFACE ANALYSIS

The main computer program and the subroutines required to solve the set of equations obtained from the integral equation of section II by point matching will now be briefly discussed. The program and subroutines are written in the Fortran IV language. The main program listing is at the end of this section. The input parameters to the main program are contained on two cards: the first specifies the corrugation shape, and the second the groundplane and corrugated surface dimensions. The data on the first card is grouped into five groups of (F8.3,I2) fields. Each group locates a corner (in F8.3 field) and specifies the number of segments (in I2 field) to be placed on the line from the previous point to the current point. Figure A1 shows a typical period or cell from a corrugated surface of period $TC = \frac{1}{NCOR}$ where NCOR is the corrugation density (in corrugations per wavelength).

The $X_{1P}$ to $X_{5P}$ are expressed as ratios normalized to the corrugation period $TC$ with $X_{5P} = TC$. The heights of the corners are assumed to be either $H = 0$ or $H = -HC$ as shown. Additional information on these parameters is contained in the discussion of the VSURDV subroutine. The remaining input parameters are shown in Fig. A2 and listed below:

- **EPL** locates the end point on the left or groundplane side in cm.,
- **NGP** specifies the number of matching segments to be placed on the groundplane side of the origin,
EPR locates the end point on the right or corrugated surface side of the origin (in cm.),
WE is the electrical wavelength (in cm.),
HCWE is the height of the corrugations in wavelengths,
NCOR is the number of corrugations per wavelength, and
KSET is an identifier for the set of data and is not used in any calculations.

Also shown in Fig. A2 as a broken line is the path used for closing the body to check the validity of the open surface model. The body is closed by setting the last calling parameter in the CALL VSURDV (line 36 of the main program listing) to 1 rather than 0 (open body). The match points on the ground-plane and corrugated surface are determined by calling the GDPLDV and VSURDV subroutines in this order (lines 35 and 36 in the listing). These subroutines are discussed later. The output includes a list of the "X" and "H" coordinates of the match points, the direction of the surface normals, and the length of each segment as determined by these subroutines (line 39). Also listed as output is the incident field on each segment (line 74) and after the matrix inversion, the surface current on each segment (line 82). Also plotted are the magnitude (line 88) and phase (line 93) of the surface current versus segment number and the radiation zone magnetic field pattern versus the observation angle (line 122). In addition to these plots the magnitude and phase of the scattered field and the total field are listed versus $\theta$ (line 12). Finally, the relative power loss is summed and listed versus the segment number (line 136). The Fortran listing follows.
COMMON /HINT/, HINTRM
4 COMMON /FNS, CO, SNF, KNT
5 COMMON /TS, JF, IFIN+HANP, NJC, NTS
6 COMMON /HDF/, HIF
7 DIMENSION ANFS(360), Y(10), HITOT(360)
8 COMMON /AWIN/ Z(2), UZ(2)
9 COMMON /MAINV/ X(230), H(230), TN(230), SELF(230), DELHC, G, EPL, EPR, WE
10 COMMON /FILN/ X(230), B(230), T(230)
11 IJM=230
12 C WE IS THE ELECTRICAL WAVELENGTH
13 C SOURCE LOCATIONS
14 P21=4.3
15 N22=0.6
16 READ(5,1) X1P, X2P, X3P, N4, X4P, N5
17 1 FORMAT(F8.3,12)
18 READ(5,2) EPL, NGP, EPR, WF, HCWF, NCOR, KSFT
19 2 FORMAT(F10.4, 3F10.4, 15.25, 15)
20 WRITE(6,9997) EPL, EPR, WF, HCWF, NCOR, NGP
21 9997 FORMAT(*G=GROUND PLANE FROM *F11*, *F15*, *CM TO ORIGIN, VEE CORRUGATION"
22 P9 FROM ORIGIN TO *F10*, *CM /WAVERLENGTH= *F10*, *CM /CORRUGATION"
24 4PLR WAVELENGTH /15, *POINTS ON GROUNDPLANE*)
25 P1=3.14159
26 P12=PI/2.
27 P17=180./PI
28 TC=WF/NCOR
29 Y1=X1P*TC
30 Y2=X2P*TC
31 Y3=X3P*TC
32 Y4=X4P*TC
33 Y5=X5P*TC
34 HC=HCWF*WE
35 CALL GPOPLDV(NGP, MP)
36 CALL VSUDOV(X1, X2, X3, X4, TC, M1, N2, N3, N4, N5, MP, 0)
37 N=NP-1
38 WRITE(6,20)
39 20 FORMAT(*F11*, *F15*, *CM /WAVERLENGTH= *F10, *CM /CORRUGATIONS"
40 3ATION HE=H(/11) =F10, *CM /WAVERLENGTH= *F10, *CM /CORRUGATIONS"
41 4PLR WAVELENGTH /15, *POINTS ON GROUNDPLANE*)
42 WRITE(6,16) N
43 16 FORMAT(*N=*1, *CM /EXCEEDS DIMENSION OF C*)
44 18 FORMAT(*N=*, *15, "EXCEEDS DIMENSION OF C")
45 CALL EXIT
46 19 CONTINUE
47 N=-6., RK31583 /WE
48 SBS= -CMPLX(0.7071107, 0.707107) / 2.0*SQRT(WE)
49 NJC=CMPLX(0.0, 1.0)*G/4.0
50 NM=0=1
51 MN, 3=3
52 OP=0.7853982
53 C *MATRIX FILL IN
54 NO 3661 IR=1,N
55 NO 3661 1C=1,N
56 3661 (IR, IC)=C04(IR, IC)
57 C THIS COMPLETES THE FILLING OF THE MATRIX
58 WRITE (6,1222) N, WE
59 1222 FORMAT(*H=*, *13, *CM /WE=*, *15, *CM")
60 C THIS FINDS THE INCIDENT FIELD, THE NFTH SEGMENT
61 C NO 459 NJ=1,N
62 Y6=0.5*N+X(NJ, 11)
63 C THE SIGN ON THE INCIDENT FIELD HAS BEEN ADJUSTED TO AGREE WITH
64 C THE INTEGRAL EQUATION
65 HE=0.500*(NJ=1, *(NJ+1))
RH0=SQRT(X(1)*X(1)+X(2)*X(2))

PHI=ATAN2(X(2),X(1))*RDEG

CALL WLLUM(RHO,PHI,HINC,WE)

FINC(NJ)=HINC

F(J)=FINC(NJ)

CONTINUE

WRITE(*,2947)

FORMAT('SH',M*10*X+16H INCIDENT FIELD')

WRITE(*,2948) (H(J),FINC(NJ),NJ=1,N)

CALL CROUTN(C,F,N+NDIM)

WRITE(*,930) (K,STK(M),X(M),H(M),TN(M),SEG(M),F(M),M=1,N)

PRINT(931) FORMAT('IB,5X,F10.4,'X,'=,'E15.8)

CALL PLOT(XPRO,Y,1,IND,5,0,0)

FORMAT ('T=',F10.4,'X,'X,'HANGLE='E15.8,'X,'MAGNITUDE='X,'X,'THETA='X,'X,'DB='E15.8)

IN=1

JN=JN+1

THS=0.01745329*FLOAT(JN)

T=CMPLX(0.0,0.0)

V=0.500*(X(I)+X(I+1))

HM=0.500*(H(I)+H(I+1))

THN=TN(I)

T = T+ (F(I)*CEXP(-RPLX(0.0,G*(XN*COS(THS)+HM*SIN(THS)))))

*COS(THN-THS)*SEG(I)

WRITE(310) T

*********** THIS CORRECTS THE OUTPUT TO TRUE MAG. FIELD

T=T*S/T

CM=CAH(T)

DB=20.0*ALOG10(CM)

RANG=57.296*ATAN2(AIMAG(T),REAL(T))

THSD=THS+RANG

ABFS(JN)=CM

CALL WLLUM(20.0,THSD,HINC,WF)

HTC=HINC+A/N

WTM=CAH(HTC)

HTA=RDG*ATAN2(AIMAG(HTC),REAL(HTC))

HTD=20.0*ALOG10(HTC)

HTO=20.0*ALOG10(HTM)

WRITE(312) CM*ANG,DF,THSD,HTD,HTM,HTA

WRITE(313) FORMAT('F15.4,2F10.4,2X,F10.4,2X,F10.4,2X,F10.4,2X,F10.4,2X,F10.4')

NO 9500 JC=1,100

Y(J)=RBFS(JC)

Y(J)=HTO(JC)

U=FLOAT(JC)

IND=JC-1

CALL PLOT(U,Y,2,IND+1,0,0)

PLOSS=0.0
111 WRITE (6,9994)
112 9994 FORMAT( F4.0, 'PLUGER LOSS PER UNIT RESISTIVITY'/,
113       E5X,'PLOSS')
114 DO 9999 LOSS=1,N
115 TEMP=CABS(LOSS))
116 PLOSS=PLOSS+TEMP*-SECL(LOSS)
117 WRITE (6,9996) LOSS, PLOSS
118 9996 FORMAT(15X,'F5.6')
119 9999 CONTINUE
120 CALL EXIT
121 FND
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE</th>
<th>X1 (cm)</th>
<th>N1</th>
<th>X2 (cm)</th>
<th>N2</th>
<th>X3 (cm)</th>
<th>N3</th>
<th>X4 (cm)</th>
<th>N4</th>
<th>X5 (cm)</th>
<th>N5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. A3.
Subprogram GDPLDV is the groundplane surface division subroutine which is designed to symmetrically place 8 short segments around the source pair and divide the remaining segments along the rest of the groundplane. In use, this subprogram is called only once with the calling parameter NGP set to the number of matching segments one desires on the groundplane side of the origin. The 8 segments around the sources each have length equal to 0.25 x the distance between the sources. These segments are placed two to the left of the left source, four between the sources, and two to the right of the right source. The remaining NGP-8 segments are placed with at least one segment between the left endpoint and the symmetrically placed segments and the rest of the segments between the right of the symmetrically placed segments and the origin. The numbering of the endpoints is from the left endpoint and is indexed by variable MP. The coordinate of the points are stored in [X(MP), H(MP)] and the surface normals and segment lengths in TN (MP) and SEGL(MP) respectively. These variables are shared with the main program and other subroutines through COMMON/MAINDV/. The subroutine listing follows.
SUBROUTINE GDPLNV(IP, X, Y)
COMMON/HA1/,H2/ X(30), Y(30), T(30), S(30), DEL(30), HC(10), EPL(10), PR(10)
COMMON /HA1/,H2 /
NLL1=M(14)/EPL(N1)
NLL2=ABS(D2Z-D21)/2.0
X1=D2Z-D1L2
X2=D2Z+DEL2
X3=D21-DLL2
X4=D21+DLL2
WRITE(6,20) DEL1, DEL2, X1, X2, X3, X4
20 FORMAT(6F12.6)
T=ANS(EPL-X1)
N1=FIX(T0/DFL1)
IF (N1) 1, 1, 2
11 NLL=TO/NI
NO 3 I=1, A1
12 X(I)=EPL+(I-1)*DEL
13 S(I)=DEL(I)=DEL
14 MP=I
20 GO TO 4
1 MP=1
2 X(MP)=EPL
3 S(MP)=TO
4 JJ=MP
5 DEL=DEL2/2.0
6 NO 5 I=1, B
7 JJ=JJ+I
8 X(J)=X1+(I-1)*DEL
9 S(J)=DEL
10 MP=J
11 JJ=MP
12 N1=NGP-MP
13 TF(N1) G=6.7
14 NLL=ABS(X4)/N1
15 NO 9 I=1, N1
16 J=JJ+I
17 X(J)=X4+(I-1)*DEL
18 S(J)=DEL
19 MP=J
20 NO 10 I=1, MP
21 TN(I)=1.57079
22 NO 10 W(I)=0.0
23 RETURN
24 WRITE(6,21)
25 FORMAT(* PUOR POINT SELECTION*)
26 GO TO 8
27 FND
The subroutine VSURDV performs the surface division on arbitrary shape vee corrugations. Because of the periodicity of the corrugated surface, only one corrugation need be specified in detail and all the remaining corrugations are images. Figure A1 shows a period of the corrugated surface with the corner locations specified by the input parameters X1P to X5P. The input to this subroutine requires the corners be located in cm, rather than normalized to the corrugation period. Lines 28 to 32 of the main program remove this normalization. The segment endpoint numbering begins at "MP" at the origin and continues to the right endpoint. If the calling parameter KSURF is 1 (or 0) the surface will be closed (or open) and the numbering continued along the dotted path of Fig. A2 (or the numbering terminated). Some shapes which can be handled are shown in Fig. A3 and include the symmetric V-shape (case 1) and the square corrugation (case 4) as well as asymmetric and flat bottom vee corrugations. The subroutine listing follows.

1 SUBROUTINE VSURDV(X1, X2, X3, X4, IC1, N1, N2, N3, N4, N5, MP, KSURF)
2 C IF KSURF=1, SURFACE IS CLOSED
3 C IF KSURF=0, SURFACE IS OPEN
4 COMMON/MAINOV/ X(P30),H(P30),TN(P30),SEGL(P30),DEL+HC,G,EPL,EPR,WE
5 DATA PI/3.1415926,1.5707963/
6 MP=MP
7 JJ=MP
8 IF(M1) 2,3,1
9 1 MP=MP
10 IF(M1) 2,3,1
11 JJ=JJ+1
12 I=I+1
13 J=J+1
14 MP=JJ
15 CONTINUE
16 MP=MP
17 10 CONTINUE
18 2 XT=X(MPI)+DEL
19 PX=(X2-X1)/N2
20 PH=HC/N2
21 DEL=SQR(DX*DX+DH*DH)
22 T=2ATAN2(UX*DH)
23 JJ=MP
24 IF(M1) 20,19,1
25 JJ=JJ+1
26 J=J+1
27 MP=JJ
28 CONTINUE
29 MP=MP
30 CONTINUE
31 20 CONTINUE
32 30 CONTINUE
33 MP=MP
34 IF(M1) 4,4,3
35 MP=MP
36 CONTINUE
37 MP=MP
38 MP=MP
39 MP=MP
40 CONTINUE
41 MP=MP
42 MP=MP
43 30 CONTINUE
XT=X(4)*DEL
45
4 nh=(X4-X3)/N4
46 nh=HC*V4
47 nE1=SORT(DX*DX+DH*DH)
48 T=1.5708+ATAN2(DH,DX)
49 jw=MP
50 r0 40 I=1,N4
51 jj=jj+i
52 X(J)=XT+UX*FLOAT(I-1)
53 H(J)=-HC+DH*FLOAAT(I-1)
54 TN(U)=T
55 segl(j)=DEL
56 mp=J
57 40 CONTINUE
58 XT=X(MP)*UX
59 jw=MP
60 IF(NS) 6,6,5
61 5 DEL=(TC-XN)/N5
62 no 50 I=1,N5
63 jj=jj+i
64 X(J)=XT+U11*FLOAT(I-1)
65 H(J)=0.0
66 TN(J)=PI2
67 segl(J)=DEL
68 mp=J
69 50 CONTINUE
70 6 MTCOLL=IFIX((FPR+0.1)/TC)
71 ACCell=1+H2+N3+N4+N5
72 0 60 I=1,NCELL
73 jj=jj+i
74 jj=jj+i
75 jj=jj+i
76 k=M*I
77 X(J)=x(K)+TC*(N-1)
78 H(J)=H(K)
79 TN(J)=TN(K)
80 SEG1(J)=SEG1(K)
81 61 mp=J
82 60 CONTINUE
83 IF(KSURF) 7,7,8
84 7 mp=MP+1
85 X(MP)=MTCELL+TC
86 mp=mp+1
87 WRITE(6,2)
88 62 FORMAT(7 OPEN SURFACE/)
89 RETURN
90 8 XMAX=MTCELL+TC
91 jw=MP
92 jw=MP
93 mp=HC+0.1
94 nE1=IF5X(HP*8./WE)
95 nE1=HP/N
96 no 70 I=1,N
97 jj=jj+i
98 X(J)=XMAX
99 H(J)=-(-I=1)*DEL
100 TN(J)=N0
101 SEG1(J)=DEL
102 70 mp=J
103 jw=MP
104 k=IFIX((XMAX=EPL)*8./WE)
105 nE1=IF1X(XMAX-EPL)/K
106 DO 80 I=1,K
107 j=jj+i
108 X(J)=XMAX-(I=1)*DEL
109 H(J)=HP
110 TN(J)=PI2

42
111  SFIL(I,J)=IIL
112  RETURN
113  MP=J
114  J=J+1
115  IF (I*1.,/MP) T(I)=-T(I)
116  J=J+1
117  I=I-1
118  X(J)=LPL
119  H(J)=MP+(11)*NEL
120  TN(J)=PI
121  SLGL(J)=UILL
122  MP=J
123  MP=MP+1
124  X(MP)=EPL
125  H(MP)=0.0
126  TN(MP)=0.0
127  SLGL(MP)=0.0
128  WRITE(6,91)
129  FORMAT(" CLOSFD SURFACE")
130  RETURN
131  END
Subroutine CO generates the coupling coefficients for the \( g \) matrix of section II. The subroutine finds the magnetic field at segment "MR" due to a current on segment "MC" by performing a 5-point Gaussian integration along the length of segment "MC". The program listing follows.

```fortran
COMPLEX FUNCTION CO(MR,MC)
This gives the old matrix coefficients
COMMON /M0G/ DJC
COMMON /COG/ DJC
COMPLEX AHAM21
DATA GW1,GW2,GW3,GW4,GW5,-0.9061798,-0.5384693
2,0,01,0.5384693,0.9061798,0.896287,0.65888,0.476287,
3,0,2316926,10
TF(MR,MC,HC) GO TO 100
CO=Cmplx(0.500,0.0)
CO TO 200
10 CONTINUE
NLL=SEGL(MC)
NEL2=DEL/2.
XMM=0.
FU=(X(R)+X(M.R+1))
FW=(H(M)+H(M+1))
FPL=X(MC)
PD=(LP-EPL)/2.0
NVSMEP=(TP+EPL)/2.0
Yu=GU1*UVDFEP+OVSMEP
Yu1=GU1*UVDFEP+OVSMEP
Yu2=GU1*UVDFEP+OVSMEP
Yu3=GU1*UVDFEP+OVSMEP
Yu4=GU1*UVDFEP+OVSMEP
Hu=H(MC+1)
HL=H(MC)
Nh1=(HU-HL)/2.
NH2=H(HL+1)/2.
HUX1=GU1*UULH+NH
HUX2=GU1*UULH+NH
HUX3=GU1*UULH+NH
HUX4=GU1*UULH+NH
HUX5=GU1*UULH+NH
THN=TN(MC)
XR=XMM-XU1
YR=HXM-HUX1
RDN=(XR-COS(TH1+EY*SIN(TH1)))/SGRT(XR*XR*YR*YR)
XR=XMM-XU2
YR=HXM-HUX2
R2DN=(XR-COS(TH1+EY*SIN(TH1)))/SGRT(XR*XR*YR*YR)
XR=XMM-XU3
YR=HXM-HUX3
R3DN=(XR-COS(TH1+EY*SIN(TH1)))/SGRT(XR*XR*YR*YR)
XR=XMM-XU4
YR=HXM-HUX4
R4DN=(XR-COS(TH1+EY*SIN(TH1)))/SGRT(XR*XR*YR*YR)
XR=XMM-XU5
YR=HXM-HUX5
R5DN=(XR-COS(TH1+EY*SIN(TH1)))/SGRT(XR*XR*YR*YR)
FACTOR=SGMT((UVDFEP+OVDFEP+DEL+DELH)
RF=FACTOR*
2+(GW1*AHAM21*G*Sgtr(((XU1-XMM)**2)+((XU1-HXM1)**2)))*R1DN
2+(GW2*AHAM21*G*Sgtr(((XU2-XMM)**2)+((XU2-HXM2)**2)))*R2DN
```

44
56  2*(GW1*HNL)*216*SCRT(((XU3-XXM)**2)+((MX3-4XH)**2)) R3DN)
57  2*(GW4*HLA)*216*SCRT(((XU4-XXM)**2)+((MX4-4XH)**2)) F40V)
58  2*(GW5*HNL)*216*SCRT(((XU5-XXM)**2)+((MX5-4XH)**2)) R5DN))
59   FU=CN*NLC
60  200 CONTINUE
61   RETURN
62   FND
SUBROUTINE AHAN21

Subroutine AHAN21 is a double precision Hankel function of type 2 and order 1. The function is generated using the polynomial approximations for $J_0(X)$ and $Y_1(X)$ presented in Abramowitz[13]. The program listing follows.

1  FUNCTION AHAN21(X)
2       THIS IS THE HANKEL FUNCTION OF TYPE 2 AND ORDER 1
4       COMPLEX AHAN21
5       NX=DLALF(X)
6       IF (X.GT.5.0) GO TO 200
7       Y=DX*NX/2.0+1.0
8       A1=-0.31761+0.0011899*0.04*XN
9       A2=0.004453190+0.0011899*0.04*XN
10      A3=0.03954690+0.0011899*0.04*XN
11      A4=0.21936973+0.0011899*0.04*XN
12      A5=0.56249675+0.0011899*0.04*XN
13      A6=0.50+0.0011899*0.04*XN
14      AHAN21=AHAN21
15      HJ1=AHAN21
16      P1=-0.0149769+0.000278730+1.0*XN
17      P2=0.0125961+0.0011899*0.04*XN
18      P3=-0.1364279+0.0011899*0.04*XN
19      P4=0.1620709+0.0011899*0.04*XN
20      P5=0.2212091+0.0011899*0.04*XN
21      P6=0.6366190+0.0011899*0.04*XN
22      AHAN21=AHAN21
23      complexes(SNGL(HJ1) + SNGL(AHAN21))
24      GO TO 300
25  200  TUX=3.0/DX
26      A1=-0.0113653+0.00020033*0.04*XN
27      A2=-0.0249511+0.0011899*0.04*XN
28      A3=-0.017105+0.0011899*0.04*XN
29      A4=-0.0165669+0.0011899*0.04*XN
30      A5=-0.01660+0.0011899*0.04*XN
31      A6=-0.7778346+0.0011899*0.04*XN
32      T1=0.0127892+0.0002916+0.00020033*0.04*XN
33      T2=0.0000734+0.00020033*0.04*XN
34      T3=0.0127892+0.0002916+0.00020033*0.04*XN
35      T4=0.0000734+0.00020033*0.04*XN
36      T5=0.0127892+0.0002916+0.00020033*0.04*XN
37      T6=0.0127892+0.0002916+0.00020033*0.04*XN
38      T7=0.0127892+0.0002916+0.00020033*0.04*XN
39      T8=0.0127892+0.0002916+0.00020033*0.04*XN
40      AHAN21=AHAN21
41  300  CONTINUE
42     RETURN
43     END
SUBROUTINE CROUTN

The nonsymmetric matrix inversion subroutine solves a system of simultaneous linear equations with complex coefficients using the method developed by P.D. Crout[10]. The set of equations are related to the calling parameters shown in the following listing by

\[
[C] [X] = [F]
\]

where

- \([C]\) is the array of complex coupling coefficients,
- \([X]\) is the column vector of length \(N\) of unknowns,
- \([F]\) is the column vector of length \(N\) of known variables before inversion; after inversion, the array contains the solution vector.
- \(NDIM\) is the dimension of \([C]\) and \([F]\) in the subroutines; \(NDIM \geq N\).
SUBROUTINE CROUTN(C,F,H,M)  
COMPLEX C(NDIK,NDIM),F(MDIM),S  
NONSYMMETRIC CROUT  
FIRST COLUMN OK  
TO GET THE FIRST ROW  
NO 10 J=2,N  
G(J)=C(J,J)/C(1,1)  
NOW WORK ON ROW AND COLUMN SET K  
NO 11 K=2,N  
KMO=K+1  
KPO=K+1  
TO GET DIAGONAL ELEMENT  
S=COMPLEX(0.0,0.0)  
NO 12 K=1,KMO  
S=S+C(K,IK)*C(TK,K)  
F(K,K)=C(K,K)-S  
TO GET ELEMENTS IN COLUMN K BELOW ROW K  
NO 13 IROW=KPO,N  
S=COMPLEX(0.0,0.0)  
NO 14 JJ=1,KMO  
S=S+C(IROW,JJ)*C(JD,K)  
F(IROW,K)=C(IROW,K)-S  
TO GET ELEMENTS IN ROW K TO THE RIGHT OF COLUMN K  
NO 15 ICOL=KPO,N  
S=COMPLEX(0.0,0.0)  
NO 16 JR=1,KMO  
S=S+C(K,JK)*C(JR,ICOL)  
C(K,ICOL)=(C(K,ICOL)-S)/C(K,K)  
CONTINUE  
CONTINUE  
THIS ENDS THE MATRIX FACTORIZATION  
THIS BEGINS THE BACK SUBSTITUTION  
CONVERSION OF SOURCE SIDE  
F(I)=F(I)/C(1,1)  
NO 17 IJ=2,N  
S=COMPLEX(0.0,0.0)  
NO 18 IJMO=IJ-1  
S=S+C(IJ,IK)*F(IK)  
F(IJ)=(F(IJ)-S)/C(IJ,IJ)  
NOW FOR FINAL BACK SUBSTITUTION  
NO 19 IJMO=IJ-1  
S=S+C(IJ,IK)*F(IK)  
F(IJ)=(F(IJ)-S)/C(IJ,IJ)  
RETURN  
END
SUBROUTINE WILLUM

Subroutine WILLUM is the subprogram used to generate the incident fields at RH0, PHI from a magnetic line source pair located at D/Z1 and D/Z2. The line source amplitudes are 1/Z0 and phased to produce a cardioid pattern directed along θ = 0 (toward the corrugations). The Fortran listing follows.

```fortran
SUBROUTINE WILLUM(RH0,PHI,HINC,WE)
C COMMON /WAVG/ UZ1,UZ2
C THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES THE NEAR FIELDS AT RH0,PHI RADIATED BY A PAIR
C WIRES SEPARATED BY D AND H ABOVE ORIGIN WITH MAGNETIC CURRENTS FK1 AND FK
C COMPLEX HINC*FK1*FK2*JN(2,6),J
C COMPLEX ARG
C PI=3.14159
C ARG=PI/180.
C FK=2.*PI/λE
C FK1=(1.+.0)
C J=(0.,+1.)
C FK2=J
C H0=0.
C N1=4.
C N2=-6.
C RH01=SORT(DZ1*DZ1+H*H)
C RH02=SORT(DZ2*DZ2+H*H)
C PHI=ATAN2(H+DZ1)
C PH2=ATAN2(H+DZ2)
C RH01P=SORT(APS(RH0*KHO+RH01*RHO1-2.*RHO*KHO*COS(PHI-PHI*DEG))
C RH02P=SORT(APS(RH0*KHO+RH02*RHO2-2.*RHO*KHO*COS(PHI-PHI*DEG)))
C ARG=CMPLX(FK*KHO1P,0.)
C TF (CARH(Arg),RE,.001) GO TO 1
C HINC=FK1
C GO TO 2
1 CALL BESSEL(ARG,JN)
C HINC=FK1*JN(1.5)
C ? CONTINUE
C ARG=CMPLX(FK*KHO2P,0.)
C TF (CARH(Arg),RE,.001) GO TO 3
C HINC=FK2
C GO TO 4
3 CALL BESSEL(ARG,JN)
C HINC=HINC+FK2*JN(1.5)
C ? CONTINUE
C 20=377. SCALE FACTOR REMOVED
C HINC=HINC*FK/4.*
C PLTURN
C END
```
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SUBROUTINE BESSEL

RESSEL generates $J_0(x)$, $N_0(x)$, $J_1(x)$, $N_1(x)$, $H_0^2(x)$, $H_1^2(x)$ and their derivatives using a power series for small complex arguments, $|Z| < 12$, and the asymptotic forms for $|Z| > 12$. These variables are stored in array JN and returned as a calling parameter. The Fortran listing follows.

```fortran
SUBROUTINE RESSEL(Z,JN)
C COMPLEX JN(2*61)+Z+TERMJ+TERMN+HZ24+T1+T2+T3
1 JN(1,1)=J0(Z)
2 JN(1,2)=N0(Z)
3 JN(2,1)=M1(Z)
4 JN(2,2)=M2(Z)
5 JN(1,3)=J1(Z)
6 JN(1,4)=N1(Z)
7 JN(2,3)=J0(X)
8 JN(2,4)=N0(X)
9 JN(1,5)=J1(X)
10 JN(1,6)=N1(X)
11 JN(2,5)=M1(X)
12 JN(2,6)=M2(X)
13 JN(1,7)=N0(X)
14 JN(1,8)=N1(X)
15 JN(2,7)=N2(X)
16 JN(2,8)=N3(X)
17 JN(1,9)=J2(X)
18 JN(1,10)=N2(X)
19 JN(2,9)=J3(X)
20 JN(2,10)=N3(X)
21 JN(1,11)=J4(X)
22 JN(1,12)=N4(X)
23 JN(2,11)=J5(X)
24 JN(2,12)=N5(X)
25 JN(1,13)=J6(X)
26 JN(1,14)=N6(X)
27 JN(2,13)=J7(X)
28 JN(2,14)=N7(X)
29 JN(1,15)=J8(X)
30 JN(1,16)=N8(X)
31 JN(2,15)=J9(X)
32 JN(2,16)=N9(X)
33 JN(1,17)=J10(X)
34 JN(1,18)=N10(X)
35 JN(2,17)=J11(X)
36 JN(2,18)=N11(X)
37 JN(1,19)=J12(X)
38 JN(1,20)=N12(X)
39 JN(2,19)=J13(X)
40 JN(2,20)=N13(X)
41 JN(1,21)=J14(X)
42 JN(1,22)=N14(X)
43 JN(2,21)=J15(X)
44 JN(2,22)=N15(X)
45 CONTINUE
46 JN(1,23)=J16(X)
47 JN(1,24)=N16(X)
48 JN(2,23)=J17(X)
49 JN(2,24)=N17(X)
50 JN(1,25)=J18(X)
51 JN(1,26)=N18(X)
52 JN(2,25)=J19(X)
53 JN(2,26)=N19(X)
54 T0 TO 11
55 END
```
SUBROUTINE PLOT

PLOT is a line printer plotting subroutine which plots up to 10 different curves (stored in the Y array) on the same set of coordinates. The value "X" is plotted along the page while the "Y" array is plotted between YMIN and YMAX across a line on the page with Y(1) plotted as a "*", Y(2) plotted as ".", etc. A call with "IND" = 0 places the Y scale across the page and for IND equal to a multiple of 10, places tic marks across the page. The PLOT subroutine must be called in a "DO" loop to plot an array of data. The Fortran listing follows.

```fortran
SUBROUTINE PLOT(X,Y,N,IND,YMAX,YMIN)
  MIPENSION(119),YLABEL(6),Y(19),MARK(10)
  DATA MARK(1),MARK(2),MARK(3),MARK(5),MARK(6),MARK(7),MARK(8),
  MARK(9),MARK(10),MARK(4),/1H+,1H+,1H+,1H+,1H+,1H+,1H+,1H+,1H+/
  DATA INLINK,NOPT,PLUS/1H+,1H+,1H+/
  IF(IND)1,1,11
  WHITE(6,3)
  FORMAT(1H+/25X,4BHOROFR IN WHICH PLOT SYMBOLS ARE USED *",IXON=12
  */30X,3S,"THE SYMBOL ($) INDICATES OFF-SCALE DATA")
  N07J=9,119
  7 M(J)=MARK(10)
  N0COUNT=10
  SCALE=IN0.0/(YMAX-YMIN)
  LL=-(YMIN)*SCALE+11.5
  NOBJ=1+n
  P=J-1
  A YLABEL(J)=R*20.0/SCALE+YMIN
  WRITE(6,9) (YLABEL(I),I=1,6)
  9 FORMAT(6X,1Pf9.2,+5(1P,L0.2(/))
  GOTO13%
  11 N0COUNT=N0COUNT+1
  13 N099J=J,119
  19 M(J)=MARK(10)
  N0COUNT=10
  SCALE=IN0.0/(YMAX-YMIN)
  LL=-(YMIN)*SCALE+11.5
  NOBJ=1+n
  P=J-1
  A YLABEL(J)=R*20.0/SCALE+YMIN
  WRITE(6,9) (YLABEL(I),I=1,6)
  9 FORMAT(6X,1Pf9.2,+5(1P,L0.2(/))
  GOTO13%
  13 N0COUNT=N0COUNT+1
  17 N0COUNT=N0COUNT+1
  23 M(J)=MARK(J)
  GOTO20
  25 N0COUNT=N0COUNT+1
  27 M(J)=MARK(J)
  GOTO20
  29 CONTINUE
  33 M(J)=NOPT
  37 M(J)=MARK(J)
  GOTO20
  41 M(J)=NOPT
  45 CONTINUE
  49 N0COUNT=N0COUNT+1
  53 CONTINUE
  57 RETURN
  61 END
```
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APPENDIX B

HIGHER ORDER MODES IN A SQUARE CORRUGATION

Because of the limited number of matching points available, only four segments were used on each of the vertical walls of each of the corrugations. Over the range of corrugation depths considered, this meant that 8 to 16 matching points per wavelength were used. While this density is adequate to represent the TEM mode in the square corrugation, any appreciable amplitude higher order mode would either not be observed or could introduce errors in the computations. Thus it was necessary to verify that any higher order modes were of small amplitude and only over a limited portion of the corrugation. To do this, the closed surface of Fig. B1 was used with the computer program of Appendix A. The model included a single corrugation illuminated by a magnetic line source located 0.5\(\lambda\) (4 cm) from the corrugation.

The 30 segments per vertical wall in the corrugation yields 60 to 240 matching points per wavelength over the range of depths considered (0.125 \(\leq d/\lambda < 0.5\)). The relative surface current which exists at each point on the surface of the corrugation is shown on the plots in Fig. B2a to B2d for corrugation depths of 0.125\(\lambda\), 0.25\(\lambda\), 0.375\(\lambda\) and 0.4\(\lambda\) respectively. On these plots, the surface current amplitude, normalized to the 1/\(Z_0\) amplitude magnetic line source, is plotted along the corrugation wall where the current is flowing. The amplitude function \(\cos 2\pi(d-H)/\lambda\) corresponding to that of the TEM mode whose maximum is set equal to the maximum current computed in the corrugation is also shown. Notice that in each case the calculated current (the series of steps) very nearly fits the sinusoidal distribution anticipated for the TEM mode in the corrugation. Also, the computed currents on the two walls at the same depth differ only slightly. Thus the higher order modes are of low amplitude and only over a small region of the corrugation. The loss associated with higher order modes is negligible.
Fig. B1. Surface model used to study higher order modes in a single square corrugation.

Fig. B2a. Relative surface current existing on the walls of a square corrugation at a corrugation depth of \( d/\lambda = 0.125 \).
Fig. B2b. Relative surface current existing on the walls of a square corrugation at a corrugation depth of $d/\lambda = 0.250$. 
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Fig. B2c. Relative surface current existing on the walls of a square corrugation at a corrugation depth of $d/\lambda = 0.375$. 
Fig. B2d. Relative surface current existing on the walls of a square corrugation at a corrugation depth of $d/\lambda = 0.499$. 
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